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Abstract  

In the article the attention is paid to the importance of marketing activity of administration of higher education institute for providing its 
popularization as a place of obtaining higher education. The article contains results of the analyses of answers of Latvian respondents as 
for their assessment of the power of influence of certain factors on the choice of place of obtaining higher education. In addition, the article 
determines the directions of improving the content and practice of the marketing mechanism of management of the competitiveness of the 
University and its attractiveness for students as a place of obtaining higher education. 
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1 Introduction 

Marketing activities more and more often is considered on the 
level of one of the directions of professional activities of 
higher education institutes [1]. This phenomena is connected 
with the fact that competition between the institutes of higher 
education to get the most prepared applicants is held not only 
on the level of institutes of higher education offering of the 
quality of educational activities and compliance of 
professional knowledge and skills of graduates to 
requirements of the labor market, including in the plane of 
search of the most effective mechanisms to promote their 
product among potential consumers. It is quite obvious that 
nowadays for institutes of higher education offering a product 
of high quality (providing the quality of educational activities 
and the quality of higher education) is not enough to attract 
students, because the phenomenon of quality is not absolute, 
and its characteristics may vary depending on market 
conditions. The issue lies in formation, maintenance and 
satisfaction of the demand for the services of institutes of 
higher education. During fulfilling this task, administration of 
any institute of higher education faces with the need to settle 
issues of relationship administration between potential 
consumers or (and) customers of education services and the 
institute of higher education. Solving of this question is 
impossible to imagine without understanding of needs 
(requests) of potential consumers (clients) of education 
services offered by the institute of higher education. 

2 Overview 

In the framework of this publication the problematics of 
marketing activity of administration of institute of higher 
education with direction to find out preferences of consumers 
of educational services as for motives for the choice of the 

place of obtaining of higher education is considered, as well 
as opportunities of their inclusion to the system of measures 
to improve the competitiveness of the university: 

• survey as a tool for obtaining information (finding 
out the opinion of potential consumers of 
educational services); 

• analysis of respondents' answers as for the subject of 
science attention (motives to chose a place of 
obtaining of higher education); 

• ways to improve system of marketing activities of 
institute of higher education. 

3 Decision 

In the framework of this publication we have a purpose to 
hold an analysis of one of the directions of maid by us survey 
"Assessment of quality of higher education", namely, the 
content of which is connected with determination of the 
power of the influence of certain factors on the formation of 
the applicants' choice of places for obtaining of higher 
education. The relevant non-commercial research was held on 
the territory of Ukraine, Latvia and China with participation 
of National University of Civil Protection of Ukraine 
(Ukraine, project organizer and coordinator - Moroz S.A.), 
Baltic International Academy (Latvia, project coordinator – 
Buka I.S.) and Institute of International and Comparative 
Education at Beijing Normal University (China, project 
coordinator – Liu Baocu). Authors of research chose survey 
as a method of obtaining information for the further research. 
Taking into account space constrains of this publication as a 
subject of scientific attention we have chosen the answers of 
those respondents who were interviewed by us in Latvia 
during the internship "Theory and practice of providing of 
quality of higher education: pedagogy, psychology and 
management" (April - May 2018). 
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The results of analyses of obtained by the authors of 
research answers as for determination of power of influence 
of certain factors on forming motives to choice a place of 
obtaining higher education is presented in Figure 1. 

 
FIGURE 1 Power of influence of certain factors on the choice of place to 

obtaining of higher education 

The answers of respondents are distributed in such a way 
(a number below of the provided list correspondents the 
number of the diagram sector ): 1- territorial closeness of the 
institute of higher education to a place of permanent residence 
of the applicant (18% respondents chose this variant of 
answers); 2 - place of positioning of institute of higher 
education in the international university rankings (indirect 
indicator of the quality of higher education - international 
aspect) (24% of respondents chose this variant of answer); 3 
- reputation of the institute of higher education among the 
immediate surroundings of the applicant (24% of respondents 
chose this variant of answer); 4 - development of the 
infrastructure of the certain institute of the higher education 
and of place where it is situated (18% of respondents chose 
this variant of answer); 5 - traditions of the institute of higher 
education in training of specialists (indirect indicator of the 
quality of higher education - national aspect) (16% of 
respondents chose this variant of answer). 

Of course, all the mentioned above factors do not 
exhaust the content of the motives of the individual as for 
making decision to chose a place of obtaining of higher 
education, but at the same time, the proposed list, in general, 
can be considered sufficient for holding an analysis of the 
chosen subject of scientific research. Based on the results of 
the survey of respondents (figure 1) we can formulate such 
preliminary conclusions. 

1. Any of five proposed for choice factors, taking into 
account the amount of choices by respondents, cannot be 
considered as dominating. At the same time the most 
important factor to the applicant to choose a place of future 
studying is a level of positioning of institute of higher 
education in international university rankings and reputation 
of institute of higher education among applicant's immediate 
surroundings. This tandem of factors allows us talk about 
the dialectics of the unity of objective (international ratings) 
and subjective (the opinion of parents, friends, 
acquaintances, etc.). Therefore, in order to create demand 
for the product of its professional activity, the administration 
of the institute of higher education, on the one hand, should 
focus on improving the indicators that are usually used to 
assess the achievements of the University within the 

framework of international University rankings (for 
example, to make QS World University Rankings experts 
use the following six metrics: academic reputation, 
employer reputation, faculty/student ratio, citations per 
faculty, international faculty ratio, international student 
ratio), on the other hand - forming positive image of the 
university . If for subjects of management of activities of 
science-teaching staff and administration of institute of 
higher education in the first way of work undoubtedly, is the 
administration of institute of higher education, in the second 
direction the definition of the subject is not unambiguous. In 
our opinion, the subjects of reputation management at the 
regional level in addition to the management of the higher 
education institute should also include applicants (students), 
former graduates and employers. In other words, the 
administration of the institute of higher education should 
establish and maintain a close relationship with students and 
the most authoritative employers in a particular region and 
their professional unions. Among the practical directions of 
implementation of this proposal are: holding of joint actions 
(open day in the institute of higher education and companies 
(organizations) which take graduates of a particular institute 
of higher education to work; exhibitions and presentations 
of professional direction; professional and sports 
competitions between students, employers and former 
graduates; joint social projects, etc.) with their coverage in 
the media and social networks. 

2. In second place in terms of its importance in the 
process of forming the motive of choosing the place of 
higher education, the respondents determined the factors of 
territorial closeness to the place of permanent residence of 
the applicant and the development of infrastructure of a 
particular institute of higher education, as well as the 
infrastructure of the city in which it is located. If the impact 
on the location and city of the institute of higher education 
is significantly limited, except for the opening of a new 
higher education institute (the founders have the opportunity 
to choose both the city in which the institute of higher 
education will carry out its professional activities and the 
specific location of the University campus), then the impact 
of the administration on the development of the institute of 
higher education infrastructure is not only possible, but also 
obligatory. In previous directions of science research [2] we 
already paid attention to the importance of infrastructure of 
the institute of higher education in providing of directly the 
quality of educational activities of a certain institute of 
higher education, and the quality of higher education in 
general, and so result obtained from results of analysing of 
respondents only proves our assumptions about the place 
and role of infrastructure in ensuring the development of 
labour potential of institute of higher education, and 
accordingly in the formation of its positive image among 
future students. The vast majority of students who had the 
opportunity to take advantage of the program “Erasmus+ 
K1" after returning from the partner institution during 
communication paid attention to the advantages of the host 
University, which are associated with the level of 
development of its infrastructure. Therefore, one of the 
priority directions of the management of the University to 
ensure the increase of its attractiveness in the eyes of 
students and their parents is the development of the 
infrastructure of the university campus. 
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3. For the organizations of research unexpected became a 
fact of comparatively low level of importance of traditions of 
the institute of higher education training of specialists of the 
corresponding professional direction. Only one in six 
respondents chose this indicator at the level of the dominant 
determinant. Therefore, we can claim about a paradigm shift 
regarding the place and role of university traditions in 
providing by institute of higher education the quality of 
educational activities and the quality of higher education. This 
result may indicate the growing influence of universities so 
called new wave (recently established institutes of higher 
education) and their abilities to compete on the market of 
education services with accepted by society classical 
universities. There is a situation in which traditions are no 
longer considered at the level of one of the capitalization tools 
and gradually lose their value compared to modern, more 
effective tools. However, it should be understood that the 
result we obtained requires clarification and additional 
verification in other areas of scientific research. 

4 Conclusion 

The modern tendentious of development of market of 
education services together with the change of functioning 
of institute of higher education (internationalization of 
higher education, integration processes in the system of 
higher education, development of distant forms of education 
etc.) requires from the administration of institute of higher 
education not only knowledge of marketing technologies to 
promote (popularize) their product (educational services), 
and also specific actions for their use in practice. There is a 
situation in which the head of the institute of higher 
education should be competent in solving issues of 
organizational development of institute of higher education, 
its logistics and staffing, as well as the development of 
University science and quality assurance of educational 

activities. The practice of administration of institute of 
higher education shows the impossibility of simultaneous 
administration of the above issues with the same high level 
of efficiency, which will certainly affect the quality of 
educational activities and the quality of higher education. 
Taking into account mentioned above we propose 
administration of institute of higher education consider an 
ability to allocate of marketing activities in a relatively 
independent direction of the administrative work of the 
university and provide its institutional design and staff. 
Insufficient attention of the administration of institute of 
higher education to the conditions of formation and 
reinforcing of the motives for choosing a specific institute 
of higher education by applicants for obtaining of higher 
education, as well as ignoring the trends of the development 
of the university education, can cause not only the loss of 
competitive advantages of institute of higher education, but 
also the loss of part of the market of educational services. 

The author of the article expresses sincere gratitude to 
the administration of the Baltic international Academy for 
the organization of training for scientific and pedagogical 
workers of National University of Civil Protection of 
Ukraine, as well as for the full assistance and support in the 
organization of the survey of students. 

The author of the article invites interested persons in the 
study of higher education quality issues (those who work on 
the text of theses or articles, as well as other people who are 
interested in the quality of higher education provided through 
the prism of the method of comparative studies), will join the 
non-commercial empirical study "Assessment of the quality 
of higher education" (methods: questionnaires, comparative 
analysis) as a poll organizer in the region of their residence. It 
is anticipated that after the interview, the organizers will 
exchange their existing completed questionnaires available 
for further independent work with them. 
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